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rithms suitable for industrial optimisation problems, to provide a methodol-ogy to support e�cient exploitation of the algorithms, to test and validatethe algorithms on real problems, and to build a platform which can supporttheir e�cient and exible execution.The �rst principal objective is to design and deliver a range of hybridalgorithms for complex optimisation problems. These are based on the in-tegration of three di�erent approaches, i.e. constraint logic programming,mathematical programming, and stochastic repair techniques. The need forsuch algorithms in addressing optimisation problems arises from the factthat di�erent techniques are suited to solving di�erent parts or aspects ofthe problems.The Bouygues' application is an inventory management problem whichconsists of two subproblems: a resource allocation subproblem and a main-tenance scheduling subproblem. The resource allocation subproblem dealswith the allocation of the equipment to requests and consists in determiningwhich requests have to be subcontracted, which items are allocated to thoserequests that are not subcontracted, and when to buy new items. Sub-stitutability of items is also considered in this process: an item of type tmay be replaced by an item of type t0; this may lead to a better solutionif taking an item of type t0 from the available stock is less expensive thansubcontracting an item of type t. The scheduling subproblem deals withthe work in the maintenance workshop and consists in determining at whichtime the workers maintain the items. Both subproblems do not use the sameresources. The resource allocation part deals with items while the schedul-ing part considers workers in the workshop. The problems are connectedby hard constraints that no item is used more than its maximal using timewithout maintenance.We present the results of the Bouygues' application by two partnersof the project: IC-Parc and Bouygues. Depending on resource types anduser's demand, three simpli�cations of the inventory management problemhave been investigated. A problem can be considered without maintenance(i.e. for prefabricated frameworks there is no need to maintain) and/orwithout purchase (i.e. for the considered period there is no budget for thepurchase) and/or considering or not the substitutability issue. In real-lifeproblems, prede�ned data is in general uncertain, especially when the timeperiod under consideration is long. We assume that the time period is nottoo long, so that the data can be considered certain.2



2 Di�erent Approaches2.1 Resolution without decompositionThe data model used by Bouygues is an object-oriented implementationin the CLAIRE language [1]. Concerning input data, order requests, re-source types, and resources are de�ned as instances of the correspondingclasses. The constraints are not explicitly represented. The veri�cation isdone during the solution search. The cost function is implemented by acost procedure that computes the cost of the current state at each momentduring the resolution.The problem is solved without decomposition into subproblems. We useconstraint programming with a branch-and-bound search. The principle ofthe resolution is the following: for each resource of each resource type, an or-der assignment is determined with maintenance scheduling. Step by step oneresource is processed at the same time. The algorithm processes resourcesfrom the less speci�c to the most speci�c resource types. If a resource isscheduled (order assignment), there is no backtrack to this schedule. Main-tenance and assignment constraints are satis�ed for the schedule of eachresource in accordance with the resources already scheduled.2.2 Resolution with decompositionThe problem can be decomposed into two subproblems which represent aresource allocation and a maintenance of items. There are more reasons forthis decomposition. First, this is a natural decomposition for the user. Thesubproblems represent combinatorial problems on di�erent sets of resources.Second, the cost of a solution to the resource allocation subproblem repre-sents a major part of the global cost. Third, the size of the problem mayvary according to the type of resources but the search space is large alreadywhen we consider up to 100 requests, 50 items, and only a maintenancecapacity of 2.The resource allocation part (the core problem), can be regarded as anextension of a multi-dimensional knapsack problem. Several branch-and-bound algorithms with good average-case performance on knapsack prob-lems have been presented in the literature [4]. Mixed integer programming isa good candidate for solving this problem. On the other hand, the schedul-ing part is usually better to solve with constraint reasoning. Finite domainsolvers have been successfully used on scheduling applications [6].3



The decomposition applied by Bouygues and IC-Parc consists in resolv-ing the core problem (to optimality if possible) and then trying to placemaintenance times. However the resolution of the core problem and themaintenance scheduling is completely di�erent in both approaches.The main idea in the Bouygues' approach is to build a sort of set cov-ering problem for each core problem and resolve it in a heuristic mannerwith local optimisation. The resolution of the core problem will gener-ate several solutions. When a solution is found for the core problem, wetry to place maintenance times and save the globally best solution. Thestrategy for buying can be implemented in a similar manner to the main-tenance. We use constraint programming and the approach is based on atruncated branch-and-bound algorithm coupled with a local optimisation pro-cedure. The branching is done on the choice of the request and the numberof resources to rent for this request is the minimal value of the intervalscovered by this request. After performing a large number of measures aboutthe position of the optimal solution in the search tree, we have implementeda non-symmetrical search algorithm where the number of failures for leftnodes is bounded. This search is coupled with a local optimisation that isapplied for each solution obtained during the search. The local optimisa-tion moves shift previously scheduled maintenance periods to increase thee�ciency of the algorithm.The IC-Parc's algorithm is a hybridisation of constraint logic program-ming and mixed integer programming (MIP). The problem is solved by com-bining two solvers: the �nite domain solver in ECLiPSe [3] and the MIPsolver in CPLEX [2]. Constraint logic programming is used as a modellinglanguage for both solvers. The problem is de�ned in ECLiPSe and the pro-gram is unfolded into the conjunction of linear constraints which representa mathematical programming model [5]. Since the ECLiPSe platform usesCPLEX as a MIP solver, the linear constraints are automatically consideredby CPLEX which solves the problem and returns the optimal solution toECLiPSe. The principle of the resolution is the following: the MIP solverderives the optimal solution to the core problem with purchase and substi-tutability, and the �nite domain solver extends this solution to the globalsolution by deriving also the maintenance of items. If such an extension doesnot exist, the MIP solver is performed again on a modi�ed core problem con-taining requests with longer time durations. This procedure is repeated untila solution of the whole problem is derived.4



2.3 Empirical resultsThe results of the proposed approaches show that the combination of di�er-ent solvers o�ers genuine practical advantages over particular solvers.In order to experiment and test di�erent algorithms developed by thepartners, a set of di�erent problem instances have been de�ned. Thesebenchmarks are di�erent in complexity and size. We randomly generated aset of problem instances which can be considered without purchase and/orwithout substitutability and/or without maintenance.Each of the three approaches described above appears to perform betteron some but not all of the instances. The Bouygues' algorithm withoutdecomposition considers each resource item one after other. In practice,it works well when maintenance is important and the number of requesteditems per order is small. Its main force is the use of a nearly full maintenancescheduling after each choice in the search tree. The main disadvantage isthe computing time that varies from 10 second to 15 minutes.Considering the algorithms with decomposition, the core problem in-stances are quite large and a heuristic approach in the Bouygues' algorithmsuch as the truncated branch-and-bound cannot produce the optimal solu-tions that are found by the linear programming approach of IC-Parc. How-ever the local optimisation step does a good job at �nding a near optimalsolution. Usually the solution found at the branch-and-bound node is still3-5% from the optimal, but the �nal solution is within a 0-0.7% range.However, it takes some time to tune the bounded search and the local opti-misation though. The algorithm has been performed on problem instanceswithout purchase. The next step is to set some boundaries for buying andto tune the search for the whole problem.For the core problem with purchase and substitutability the methodproposed by IC-Parc computes the optimal solution (in most cases, withoutbranching). The empirical results demonstrated that the integration of themathematical programming solver on the resource allocation subproblemand the �nite domain solver on the scheduling subproblem successfully solvesthe whole problem in reasonable time. The main advantage of this approachis the robustness of the hybrid algorithm. On some instances, however, theobtained global solution is still a few percents above the best known lowerbound. Further research aims at developing an improved hybrid algorithmincorporating the linear programming and the �nite domain solver in a moreintricate way. 5
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